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1.

Introduction

The impact of inter- jurisdictional tax differentials on the location
of industry is a controversial issue in the academic, business, and public

service communities.

Business tax incentives are widely employed by state

and local governments in the pursuit of economic development objectives.
The incentives range from conventional investment tax credits to lower the

costs of purchase or construction of new plant and equipment (23 states) to

property tax abatement programs for the partial or total forgiveness of the
tax on eligible property for a stipulated number of years (31 states).

Since few states maintain a complete tax expenditure budget,
of these programs is unknown.

the actual cost

Perhaps for this reason, and because tax rates

and incentives are among the few elements of business climate over which a
state government has control, they remain an extremely popular political tool
of state governments.

Despite their widespread use, the efficacy of these policies in

attracting industry remains unclear.
surveys and econometric analysis
surveys of company executives,

--

Empirical evidence of two types
has yielded mixed results.

--

In most

in spite of a consistent and strongly

maintained public position that business taxes and tax incentives are a major
impediment to economic development, business taxes are rated either a
"moderate" or "insignificant" influence on location.

2

Insufficent data

on the location or movement of actual firms have traditionally limited

econometric analyses to aggregate studies of new capital investment, or

See Ledebur and Hamilton (1986) for a comprehensive overview of the extent
of incentives offered by state governments.
2

See Kieschnick (1980) for a review of survey evidence and the details of a
1980 survey of Fortune 500 executives involved in recent location or
expans ion dec is ions

changes in state employment or personal income.

This literature is

extensive; reviews may be found in Carlton (1979) and Wasylenko (1990).

These studies generally find little evidence of a tax effect.

3

More recent

studies with establishment level data in Carlton (1979,1983) and Bartik
(1985,1986) have examined the location choice cross-sectionally in a

multinomial choice (MNL) framework but have not altered earlier conclusions.
For several reasons, however,

these earlier estimates may not be accurately

reflecting the influence of taxes on industrial activity.

First, without

data on firm characteristics, the applicability of a choice-based model is
limited.

Second, MNL is not well suited to choices across states for which

unmeasured attributes are highly correlated.

4

It is well known that the IIA

property imposed in this context biases the results.

Third, as has been

established in the public finance literature, measuring the level of business
taxes with a single nominal rate will not capture the effective tax rate

facing a firm.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the impact of
state and local tax differentials on the location of industry by exploiting
the

natural laboratory created by the federal system

-

states differ with

respect to tax burdens across time as well as between states

-

to analyze the

effects of taxes on firm births in the presence of unobserved state

heterogeneity.

A reduced form Poisson count model is estimated both with and

3

An exception is Helms (1985) who finds a relationship between personal
income growth and tax and expenditure variables.
4

Bartik (1985) estimates a "nested" logit model - allowing regional random
effects correlated with state characteristics
but the Census regions
contain vastly differing states (e.g., Maine and Massachusetts, Texas and
Arkansas, California and Oregon) which suggests that this technique will
not adequately capture state variation.
See,
1984.

for example, Bradford and Fullerton (1981) and King and Fullerton,

without controlling for unobserved state heterogeneity.

A second focus of

the analysis is the development of an industry and year specific series of

effective tax rates for each state.

The research will indicate, abstracting

from state effects, which economic factors, including taxes, influence the

location of industry.
The results show that different industries are not attracted and

However, after

repelled by the same set of state characteristics.

controlling for state and industry effects a high state and local marginal
effective tax rate reduces the number of firm births for most of the
The estimates presented demonstrate that accounting for

industries examined.

unobserved state heterogeneity is critical to accurate measurement of the
response of activity to measured state characteristics.

Thus, previous

analyses that do not control for this heterogeneity omit an important

component of location choice, which may bias the results.
This paper is organized into five parts.

econometric model to be estimated.

Section

3

Section

2

describes the

describes the data on firm

births and the derivation of the effective tax rate series.

characteristics used in the analysis are also discussed.

Other state

Section 4 reports

the econometric results and their implication for industry location, while

section

2.

5

contains concluding remarks.

Econometric Model
The count of births is modeled as a Poisson distributed random variable.

The likelihood of observing a count of births n.
J
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While the likelihood is constructed under the Poisson assumption, this

specification is robust with respect to distributional misspecif ication.
Gourieroux, Monfort and Trognon (GMT, 1984) have shown that the parameters

/3

are consistently estimated provided the conditional mean (2) is correctly

specified;

the Poisson assumption need not be correct.

If the Poisson

assumption is correct, the estimators are efficient.
This specification, however, does not allow for locational heterogeneity

with is either unobservable or, for other reasons, difficult to measure.
Factors such as climate, labor force work ethic, and proximity to academic

institutions may be important influences on firm location.

States which

border on a coast may have different transportation possibilities than a

land-locked state, for example.
and number of births in a state.

These factors will influence both the type
Hausraan, Hall and Griliches

(1984)

(hereafter HHG) extend the Poisson model to allow for heterogeneity using

Anderson's (1972) conditioning maximum likelihood technique.
Following the fixed effects approach outlined in HHG, each state is
allowed to have its own propensity to attract births by conditioning

separately the count distribution of each state on the sum of births for the
whole period.

This is conceptually equivalent to the "within" estimator.

i.e.,

including dummy variables, in the linear case.
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Data Description
The data comprise a cross-section time series panel of 22 states and

five manufacturing industries (at the 3-digit SIC level) from 1975-1982.

Two variables deserve special comment.

The count of plants has not been

previously analyzed in empirical work and its derivation is discussed below.
This is followed by a brief discussion of the tax rate series, another

innovation in this literature.

The remaining variables are standard in the

literature and are briefly discussed.

Firm Births

New plant births are calculated from the U.S. Establishment and Enterprise

Microdata File (USEEM) of the Small Business Administration (SBA).

USEEM was

developed as part of the Business Microdata Project by the Brookings

Some state characteristics may change over time.
Over an eight year period,
however, a priori reasoning suggests that the state effects which influence
the pattern of firm births may be modeled as if they were constant.
Secondly, the earlier illustrations of potential fixed effects demonstrates
that they are unlikely to be independent of the X.'s.
It is assumed that the

functional relationship between attributes X and firm births is the same in
every state, i.e., ^ is the same.
These states were currently available in the simulation model used to
measure business taxes.
They comprised 65 percent of manufacturing
employment in 1975.
See Papke (1989) for further discussion.

Institution for the SBA between January 1980 and November 1983.

The USEEM

file consists of four cross-sectional data sets which can be linked

longitudinally across firms.

This is the first federal agency microdata base

representing the entire U.S. business population with paid employees.
Available for 1976, 1978, 1980 and 1982, the USEEM files included a total of
8.3 million businesses which existed at some point from 1976 to 1982.

Each

observation is an establishment; many establishments may comprise an
enterprise.

Information on each establishment includes an identification

number, industry code (four digit SIC),

location (state and county),

employment, organizational status (independent, branch, subsidiary, or owner
of other establishment in a multi-establishment firm) and the age of the
report.

Observations for all establishment types except branches include the
Q

age of the business and frequently,

its annual sales.

If the business is

not independent,

the observation includes information on the enterprise to

which it belongs

--

the aggregate employment size class of the firm,

the

major industry in which its employment is concentrated, the state location of
its owner and whether the firm is a single or multistate operation.

The USEEM data base originates from the Dun and Bradstreet (D&B) Duns

Market Identifier file (DMI).

D&B is a credit checking agency which

collects primarily credit related data on establishments but which

maintains records on firms which need insurance or legal assistance as well
as credit.

D&B claims that its coverage of the population of U.S.

manufacturing firms is quite high and frequently exceeds estimates made by
other sources such as County Business Patterns or state departments of

Both Bartik and Carlton examine the location of branch plants.
In the
construction of the USEEM, however, the date of branch plant births was
ommitted.
The present study is therefore limited to the counts of
independent plants.

employment security.

Three quarters of businesses are reported to appear

in the DMI file during their first three years of existence.
25 percent tend to have small sales,

The remaining

and are primarily family financed sole

proprietorships in industries with little need for credit or insurance.
Small manufacturing firms, however, are well represented in the DMI file

because they usually pose some credit risk.
There are two limitations of these data.

First, some plants may be

D&B maintains this bias does not affect the accuracy of the

omitted.

manufacturing information since most manufacturing plants require some type
of credit or insurance.

In addition, a plant has eight years to appear in

this extract of the USEEM file.

Given the nature of the process, however,

the count of births in the later years is apt to be less complete than the

earlier years.

In addition,

the USEEM reports are biennial so that any

firm that is born and dies within a two year period may be missed
entirely.

9

Second, as a consequence of the D&B identification method, a

plant which changes ownership is counted as a new birth.
is not,

therefore, the net change in births.

The resulting count

Since the DMI is the most

complete source of current microdata on U.S. businesses with employees, it is
not possible to estimate the magnitude of these errors.

Instead,

these

potential biases are controlled for in the estimation procedure.
The SBA limited the sample to five industries;
in their selection.

First,

I

imposed two criterion

the industries could not be tied to their

location by either demand or supply factors.

That is,

the industries must be

"footloose," not dependent on a particular location for an input and they

9

Of related but
Note that the count is a gross measure of plant openings.
separate concern is the net change in births of plants which remained in
existence for some arbitrary length of time. A model of that phenomenon is
of great interest but beyond the scope of the present paper.

must produce output to serve a national market.

Additionally, there must be

differing degrees of birth activity over the time period.
The five 3-digit Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) industries

Women's and Misses' Outerwear (SIC 233), Household Furniture

selected are:

(SIC 251), Book Publishing and Printing (SIC 273), Communication Equipment,

Including Radio and TV (SIC 366)
(SIC367)

,

and Electronic Components and Accessories

.

Table

1

displays the state by state count per million persons

for the sample period 1975-1982.

absolute number of births

-

The industries differ with regard to the

Apparel has the greatest number, suggesting that

entry into this "highly competitive" industry is relatively easy or demand is

growing faster.

There are also differences in the distribution across states

for a single industry.

Furniture births are slightly more evenly distributed

across the states; birth activity in Apparel, Publishing, and Communication

Equipment is greatest in a few states: California, Florida, New Jersey and

New York.

Electronic Components has the fewest number of births with little

activity occurring outside of Massachusetts and California.
Effective Tax Rates

Measuring the incentive effects of capital taxation is complicated by
the imposition of taxes on different kinds of income,

federal,

state and local authorities.

at different rates by

Moreover, because of the

complexities involved, inflation, corporate financial policy,

investment

tax credits, depreciation allowances and the effects of uncertainty, an

overall measure of "the" capital income tax is a difficult exercise.

For

these reasons, the nominal state corporate income tax rate, most common in

The absolute number of births is scaled to provide some notion of relative
size of activity across states for the purposes of Table 1 only.

this literature,

is not an accurate reflection of the layers of taxes and tax

provisions which form the ultimate effective tax rate facing a firm.
To abstract from these complexities, policy makers employ a summary

statistic

the effective tax rate (ETR)

-

ETRs (average versus marginal)

is

.

A review of the various types of

provided in King and Fullerton (1984).

This paper employs a simulated ETR which is state,

industry and

year specific and which has been employed in recent empirical work (Papke,
1987)

.

paper.

A brief overview of the simulations is given in the Appendix to this
Table

2

presents selected ETRs, calculated with and without the

Federal tax system.
The first series is the combined ETR of state and local taxes only,

while a second series adds the Federal tax burden (as well as the

deductibility of state and local taxes from the Federal tax)

.

The presence

of Federal deductibility dampens the interstate variation in ETRs but

differences remain.

12

For example,

for the Apparel industry,

the ETR for

state and local taxes only ranged from 6.38 in Texas to 19.05 percent in

Wisconsin in 1975.

The combined ETR (series B) ranges from a low of 59

percent in Texas to 67.24 percent in Wisconsin.

Along

a

second dimension, the marginal ETRs are generally higher in

the Apparel industry than in Communication Equipment.

This reflects

differences in the asset structure of these two industries.

For example.

See Papke (1989) for a discussion of the construction of ETRs.
12

The combined Federal, state and local tax rates (series B) fall over the
period 1975 to 1982 (the maximum Federal corporate income tax rate was 48
percent from 1975 to 1978, and 46 percent from 1979 to 1982).
13

The AFTAX calculations assume the statutory Federal corporate income tax
rate.
There is no explicit treatment of firms with tax losses to be
carried forward or backward.

this literature,
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-
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.
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paper.
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For example,
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12
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13
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rate.
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.

machinery and equipment comprise roughly seven percent of total assets in
Apparel but average 11 percent in Communication Equipment.

Thus,

investment tax credits will differentially benefit Communication Equipment
firms

Other State Characteristics
Wages and energy costs are key determinants of industrial activity,

especially in the well-publisized movement to the Sunbelt.

The average

hourly earnings in dollars of production workers by SIC and by state are from
Employment and Earnings
Statistics.

States and Areas 1939-1982, Bureau of Labor

:

The state wide energy series is the industrial sector average

cost in dollars per million BTU's by state from the State Energy Price and

Expenditure Report (1970-81, 1982) of the Energy Information Administration.
This sector includes mining, manufacturing, construction, agriculture,

fishing and forestry.
Aside from taxes, state (and local) governments may influence business

activity with a variety of public services which directly or indirectly

benefits business and its employees.
or Federal revenues.

This spending may be out of own source

Business location publications, such as the Site

Location Handbook claim that publicly provided business amenities are
critical to an overall favorable business climate in a state.

14

All local

government expenditures on police and fire protection in dollars per capita
from the Bureau of the Census State Government Finances were used to indicate
levels of services to business.

14

Industrial Development

.

A second policy instrument, small issue

Conway Publications, Atlanta, Georgia.

This includes intergovernmental transfers of revenue to be received and
distributed by the local governments.
Empirical evidence (Ladd, 1975)
suggests that owners of local industrial property do distinguish between
10

.

.

industrial revenue bonds (IRB's) is included as a service directly targeted
to business.

Small issue IRB's are tax-exempt bonds that state and local

governments may issue to provide financing for private firms.
income from bonds is exempt from Federal taxation;

borrow funds at below-market interest rates.

Interest

this enables businesses to

In effect, with IRB's, a

government issuer can transfer its tax-exempt status to a private borrower.
Since states may authorize these issues at little cost to themselves, this

policy tool should be a good indicator of a state's attitude toward business
development.
As an input to production,

firm's profit function.

the local price of land is included in a

In addition, a land price series is central to

identifying tax effects over and above those taxes previously capitalized
into land values.

An industrial land price series was not available, so an

alternative series, the price in hundreds of dollars per acre of farm land
was constructed from the U.S. Department of Agriculture's "Farm Real Estate

Market Development" Publications CD- 62 through CD- 85.

Land area in thousands

of square miles was included to control for the state size and to provide a
test of the so-called "dartboard theory" in location analyses, namely that a
10 percent increase in land area (potential sites)

percent increase in the number of births.

in a state leads to a 10

State population in millions was

included as a first attempt at controlling for state heterogeneity and to

account for the "potential entrepreneurial pool," an important consideration

local expenditures which benefit business, and those which disproportionately
benefit residents (e.g., education, transfer payments).
Substitution of
expenditures on education did not qualitatively alter the
results
See Papke (1989) for details.
States vary considerably in their IRB use.
The index is constructed for the ratio of issues to the sample average
issue

11

.

in earlier work (.Carlton (1979'), Bartik (1985)).

Year dummies, relative to the base year 1975. are included to account
for general movements in the economv.

In addition,

the time dummies will

absorb the declining count nature of the measurement error in the dependent
variable.

All variables were deflated bv the Consumer Price Index where

appropriate.

4.

Empirical Results
The results of the estimation on the pooled sample as well as industry

subsamples are presented in Table

likelihood ratio test with

a

3.

The data strongly rejected pooling in a

statistic of 2305.58 (the critical value of the

chi-square statistic at the one percent significance level is 4.6).

Each

subsample contains 176 observations.
There is considerable inter- industry variation in the effects of the

Another measure of entrepreneurial pool, production worker hours in
manufacturing, has been used to proxy for agglomeration economies.
For the purposed of this model, if one believes that agglomeration economies
are reflected in an established manufacturing base in the state, the fixed
effects estimates in the second model will account for them.
If, on the
other hand, one believes the process of attracting firms via agglomeration is
a dynamic process then time dummies will absorb part of this effect (if the
impact is the same across states)
18

Note that for a two dimensional panel, the conditional maximum likelihood
estimator can only be performed over one dimension.
Thus, I employ time
dummies to account for time specific effects.
While the cross sectional
dimension of the panel is large enough to estimate time dummies consistently,
a natural extension of the state fixed effects model is to double condition
the likelihood on both time and state effects.
That is, in addition to a
state specific fixed effect q. there is a time specific
in the
r?

specification of the conditional mean.
becomes
n.

.

ijt

Under these circumstances, the model

- exp(X.
B + a. + n
+ «,. ).
^' ijt^
't
ijt'
J
.

This extension of the HHG derivation is derived in Papke (1989).

12

in earlier work (Carlton (1979),

Bartik (1985)

).''"^
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economic variables on birth rates.

The effective tax rate (ETR) is negative

and statistically significant in three out of five industries.

In this

specification, the economic effect of a tax change is second only to the
influence of a wage change.

A one percent (100 basis points) increase in the

ETR (from 50 to 51 percent) leads to a 26 percent decline in Apparel births,
an

8

.

8

percent decline in Publishing births and a 3.2 percent decline in

births in Communication Equipment.

These three industries are generally

thought to be highly competitive and in fact, these industries have the

largest number of "correctly signed" coefficients in this specification.

The

ETR is positively related to both Furniture and Electronic Component births.

While there is substantial inter- industry variation in the responsiveness of
firm start-ups to business taxes, a statistically significant and sizable

elasticity is found for several of the industries.
The wage coefficients reflect the composition of the input costs and

have the largest economic influence of the remaining variables on location.
The coefficient is negative in four out of five industries, and it predicts

that a dollar an hour increase in the wage in each industry leads to a 98

percent decline in Apparel births, a 66 percent decline in Furniture births,
a 13

percent decline in Publishing births and an 18 percent decline in births

in the Communication industry.
In general,

the economic effects of business services,

price, business climate,

land

taxes, wages and energy costs generally have the

predicted sign in the Apparel, Publishing and Communication Equipment
industries.

The Furniture industry is partially responsive to state

characteristics.

The results with the Electronic Component industry

suggest that the births of firms in this industry are unresponsive to the

13

.

.

economic factors described here.

19

Recall that the basic Poisson specification is correct if there are no

unobservable factors which influence firm births and which are correlated
with the explanatory variables.

restrictive

--

A priori, this assumption seems too

there is much evidence of state heterogeneity too complex to

capture in a few price variables.

A specification test is performed by

comparing the Poisson estimates to those from nonlinear least squares.

20

The critical value of the F statistic at the 99 percent level is 2.04.

All

five industries reject the initial Poisson specification with F statistics

of 22.34 for Apparel,

24.81 for Furniture,

3.078 for Publishing,

Communication Equipment and 6.031 for Electronic Components.

5.051 for

This is not

surprising since there is a suspicion that some unobservable state

characteristics must be correlated with both births and explanatory
variables.

Under this circumstance, estimation of the Poisson model produces

inconsistent estimates.
The Fixed Effects or "within" specification was estimated and results

reported in Table

4.

Recall that the fixed effect or conditional

likelihood technique in a nonlinear model is analogous to differencing in a
linear model.

The resulting coefficients on the economic variables are

effects abstracting from unobservable state differences in the propensity
to host firm births.

the constant term

-

Note that the time invariant variables
drop out of this second specification.

-

land area and

Many of the

19

Carlton's (1979) results for SIC 367 are similar, except for a negative wage
coefficient
20

Maintaining the Poisson assumption, a traditional Hausman (1978) test will
Under the
indicate if the conditional mean is correctly specified.
alternative of misspecif ication, both ML and NLLS generally will be
These results are available
inconsistent and converge to different limits.
from the author
14

coefficients are smaller in magnitude than in the basic Poisson
This is due to a reduction in influence of the explanatory

specification.

variables once unobservable state effects are controlled for.

While these

estimates are smaller, it is likely that they are consistent estimates of the

direction of the economic effects.

In addition,

this technique has increased

the number of coefficients with the expected sign.

The ETR is negative and significant in Apparel, Furniture and

Communication Equipment but with smaller predicted economic effects than in
the earlier Poisson specification.

points) in the ETR leads to a
industries, respectively.

.

9

,

An increase of one percent (100 basis
2.6 and 9.7 decline in births in those

These estimates suggest a substantial elasticity

of firm births with respect to business taxes, even in the presence of state

The industries still differ widely in their response to tax

fixed effects.

differentials
SIC 357.

--

the ETR is a positive and significant influence on births in

This industry is unresponsive, or responsive in an unexpected

fashion to most of the measureable economic variables.
Wages reduce firm births in all industries except Electronic Components.

A dollar per hour increase in wages leads to
in Apparel.

a 5.7

percent decline in births

For Furniture, a similar wage increase leads to a 31.5 percent

drop in births

--

large and on par with earlier estimates but insignificant

in the other industries.

The business service and climate coefficients are generally positively

related to industrial activity as expected, although again, not in the
Electronic Components industry.

The remaining coefficients are of the

expected sign once state effects are controlled for.

For example,

the land

price coefficient is negative and significant in all five industries (in the

basic Poisson model, four out of five industries had a positive coefficient).
These estimates suggest that an increase in the price of land of $100 per
15
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acre would reduce births in these industries from 2.4 to 15 percent, a

sizable effect.

The energy coefficients are sizable in this specification.

They are negatively related to firm births in Furniture, Publishing and

Communication Equipment suggesting a substantial decrease in births of 76,
19.6 or 19 percent due to an increase of $1 per million BTUs
In summary,

the coefficients of the Apparel,

Furniture, Publishing and

Communication Equipment industries suggest responses of reasonable magnitude.
It should be emphasized that accounting for state heterogeneity in the second

specification yielded estimates of the predicted sign.

This technique

reveals that several industries do respond to economic characteristics in
their location process and,

business taxes.

in particular,

to the level of state and local

The Electronic Components industry does not appear to

respond to differences in input costs across states.
is found

primarily in California and Massachusetts, neither state known for

its low wages or tax costs.

in this industry,

5.

Electronic Components

Clearly,

for example,

the unmeasured state effect is dominant

the Route 128 and Silicon Valley effects.

Conclusion
This paper presents estimates of a reduced form model of

new single establishment manufacturing plants.

location for

Several results stand out.

First, while previous research has had difficulty measuring the relationship

between economic activity and the level of state wages and taxes,

I

find that

economic factors do play a significant role in manufacturing location even
after accounting for state heterogeneity.

Second,

industries differ markedly

in their responsiveness to variation in state economic characteristics.

A

general statement concerning the responsiveness of manufacturing activity to

high state taxes or wages is not possible.

The results highlight the

importance of accounting for unmeasured state heterogeneity in order to
16
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obtain consistent estimates of tax effects.
These findings raise efficiency questions concerning state and local

public finance.

State and local governments continue to be sensitive

to their level of business taxes;

these results indicate that tax competition

will have some effect on the composition of industry within the state.

Estimates of the predicted change in the number of births caused by an
increase in taxes, however, are found to be small.

This suggests that the

effects on business development may not be sizable enough to compensate
states for revenue foregone.

While there is no certain estimate of the costs

associated with attracting industry, they are thought to be substantial.

The

effects of taxes varies by industry; this suggests that, at a minimum,

incentive programs should be targeted at receptive industries.

Clearly, the

cost of attracting industry will vary by state and incentive employed; a
logical next step would be to estimate the size (in terms of employment, tax

revenue collected and other economy-wide effects) of these induced industry

locations

17
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Calculation of Effective Tax Rates on Business

Appendix;

Measures of average tax rates may provide little information on the

pattern of marginal tax incentives facing new investments (see Auerbach,
1983 for a discussion)

.

The marginal ETR is the preferred measure of the
The ETR used in this analysis is based on the

incentive effects of taxation.

neoclassical theory of capital accumulation and the user cost of capital

notion initially developed by Hall and Jorgenson (1967).

Arbitrage between

selling debt and buying an equal amount of real capital determines the

equilibrium relationship among

the nominal interest rate, q,

i,

price of one unit of capital and

c

,

the purchase

In equilibrium,

the rental rate.

the

present value of the nominal cash flow from a unit of capital must equal the
initial outlay.
(^-S)t
-(l-u)iT
/lis = r" (l-u)ce
/I
N
^
r" uqoc, e -6't e -(l-u)iT dr
dr +
(l-k)q
e
J
J
,

where u = corporate tax rate
k = investment tax credit
= rate of inflation
TT
8' = rate of depreciation for tax purposes
6 = rate of economic depreciation

A discrete time approximation to this integral is used to find the
ETR.

Given

a pretax,

risk neutral rate of return

p

of 20 percent and a

series of net of tax cash flows over a fixed time period, say 20 years, the

following equation may be used to define
Cq + C^/(l+s) +

C^/d+s)^

The after-tax rate of return

+

s,

...

s,

the after-tax rate of return:

+ C2q/(1+s)^° = 0.

is that

discount rate (internal rate of

return) which makes the net present value of the marginal investment equal
to zero.

The ETR is then defined to be

[

(p-s)/p]*100

These calculations are carried out by the simulation model AFTAX.

AFTAX simulates the operation of a representative firm over a 20 year

25

.

period, tracking investment and depreciation and calculates p and

marginal investment in a particular state.

s

for a

A brief description of AFTAX

follows; a detailed account is in Papke (1989).

i

An Overview of the Simulations
The AFTAX simulations are conducted for sets of representative or

typical corporations endowed with a specified capital asset composition and

operating characteristics.

The firm operates across several states over

its lifetime with an assumed before -tax rate of return of 20 percent on

capital investments.

Gross income is equal to the product of the rate of

return and the value of assets.

instate/outstate ratio.

Sales are made at an explicitly defined

All depreciable assets are tracked, applying

appropriate depreciation methods, over their useful lives in separate
vintage accounts to allow for annual property tax calculations.

Annual tax costs are calculated over the firm's life.
after- tax cash flows are computed.

generated for the 20 year period.

The annual

A complete longitudinal tax history is
The firm then makes an additional

investment of a fixed percentage of its original assets in the same
location.
firm.

A second simulation generates after-tax returns for the expanded

The differences in the two simulations are calculated, and the

discount rate which equates the present value of the differences with the
cost of the new investment is computed.

The discount rate is the after- tax

rate of return on the new investment at that site.

It provides an

unambiguous measure of comparison of the tax consequences of investment in
any location.

21
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Thus, rather than assuming an interest rate with which to discount cash
flows, AFTAX finds the discount rate which makes the net present value of
the investment equal to zero.
In the finance literature, this discount
26

.

Two general sets of conditions interact to determine the resulting

after-tax rate of return.
the firm:

One is the financial and operating parameters of

asset composition, investments, economic depreciation, gross

income, geographic location of productive facilities and the distribution

of sales.

The second set encompasses all the tax parameters and

definitions relevant to the calculation of tax liability.

It is a
rate is called the internal rate of return (IRR) on a project.
profitability measure which depends solely on the amount and timing of the
project cash flows. The rule for capital budgeting on the basis of the IRR
is to accept an investment project if the opportunity cost of capital
(i.e., the rate of return in an alternative investment of equivalent risk)
is less than the IRR.
Various assumptions written into AFTAX guarantee that problems
commonly associated with use of the IRR as a measure of profitability will
not occur.
The annual cash flows do not change sign, the investment is
internally financed, mutually exclusive projects a'^'e not at issue, and no
use is made of interest rates
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